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AbstratIn this paper we onsider a distribution problem where a number of ommodities are produedand onsumed in di�erent bases over a given time horizon and a eet of ships is used todistribute the goods aording to demand and prodution rates. One suh model has beendesigned for solving a ship sheduling problem for the distribution of di�erent types of rudeoil. The model has been integrated in a software tool that is urrently used at AgipPetroliS.p.A. to produe monthly distribution plan and to optimally manage the daily disruptionsthat our at the operational planning level.Key words: Mixed Integer Programming, Branh & Cut, Supply Chain Management, ShipSheduling.





3.1. IntrodutionOne entral issue in supply hain management problems is the distribution of di�erent prod-uts amongst a given set of prodution and demand points by a set of transport means. Inthis paper we fous on the problem of distribution of hydroarbon produts by ships. Forthe majority of oil ompanies suh problem arises both in the primary distribution, whererude oils are transported from the extration loations to the re�neries, and in the seondarydistribution, where re�ned produts are moved to other re�neries and to depots to be furtherproessed or distributed to the �nal selling points by trains or truks.The transportation ost assoiated with the primary and seondary distribution aountsfor a signi�ant portion of the �nal ost; the high level of omplexity and the many variablesinvolved (produt prie at the prodution site, selling prie, taxation, shipping osts) demandfor a very eÆient management of the shipping proess in order to minimize the globaltransportation ost while satisfying at best the demand of eah produt in the di�erentloations.From the mathematial modeling standpoint, primary and seondary distribution di�erunder many aspets. First, primary distribution usually operates on a longer time horizon(one to three months) and onsiders shippings amongst distant ountries, with travel timeof several days; in seondary distribution travel times are instead muh shorter and theplanning time horizon usually onsidered ranges from one to four weeks. Seond, the stokingapaity of rude oil in produing and onsuming ountries is large, then shipments are sizedaordingly in order to bene�t of more eÆient argoes. On the ontrary, in seondarydistribution smaller depots and smaller ships are involved, and di�erent re�ned produts mayneed to be loaded on the same ship. Last, but not least, in primary distribution the pik-upand delivery shedule needs to be �xed up front, so that the sheduler knows in advane whatprodut must travel from an origin to a destination, in what quantity and in whih timewindow within the time period; on the other hand, in seondary distribution suh elementsmay be left to be deided in the most onvenient way, and thus a more exible model of theproess must be used in order to identify the optimal solution amongst all the feasible ones.Ship sheduling problems have been looked at in the literature from di�erent angles. Earlyworks inlude [3℄, whih aims to the minimization of the number of used ships, and [6℄,where an LP model is proposed as an approximation for the problem of alloating a totaltransportation apaity for eah pair of origin-destination bases, and to determine the min-imum number of vessels required. In [7℄ it is desribed a mathematial model to solve thetanker sheduling model of the Defene Fuel Center and the Military Sealift Command inthe worldwide distribution of bulk petroleum produts; the resulting integer programmingformulation appears to be intratable by the omputational resoures then available, and aheuristi sheme based on rounding was adopted to obtain feasible solutions.More reently, in [8℄, it is desribed an interative omputer system addressing dailysheduling issues as well as longer range planning problems; the method utilizes a networkow model and a mixed integer programming model. The time horizon is one and a halfyear, during whih four ships an make up to �ve travels. The solution method adopted is aheuristi with speial features that enhane the interations between the user and the system.In [1℄ a rude oil tanker sheduling problem is onsidered. The onstraints of the problem limitthe number of all feasible shedules, whih an be generated o�-line, and appear as olumnsin a set partitioning model. The ontained dimensions of the appliation problem allow to�nd optimal integer solutions within a reasonable omputation time. In [5℄ the eÆient



4.sheduling of eet of ships engaged in \pik-up and delivery" of bulk argoes is presented.The system adopts o�-line generation of ship shedules. Aording to the dimensions of theproblem, it an either generate all the feasible shedules or heuristially limit the generationproess. The orresponding set paking problem is eÆiently solved using a Lagrangeanheuristi. Finally, in [2℄ a variant of the multi-vehile "pik-up and delivery" problem withtime windows ombined with a multi-inventory model for a real ship planning problem isdesribed.A omplete model for seondary distribution has been presented in [4℄, where an opti-mization methodology based on the ombination of Branh&Cut tehniques and ColumnGeneration is presented, whih is apable of solving large instanes using on the y genera-tion of new olumn and partiular lasses of utting planes developed ad ho for this lass ofproblems.In this paper we onsider the problem of primary distribution of rude oil, and present anoptimization model that has been developed for a ompany of the Eni group, AgipPetroli.The model is apable of determining a monthly shedule of ships that overs the produtdemand at minimum transportation ost. It has been integrated in a software system witha powerful interfae that manages the interations of the users with the proposed solutionsand makes it possible to interat eÆiently with the optimization model.In Setion 2 we desribe the problem to be solved; Setion 3 onsiders the modeling approahadopted, while in Setion 4 the struture of the omplete software system that has beendeveloped is desribed. Finally, in Setion 5, we desribe the results obtained and the role ofthe system in the overall planning and distribution proess in AgipPetroli.2. Problem DesriptionThe planning of primary distribution starts from the set of rude oil requirements in there�neries for the planning horizon. Suh requirements have to be mathed with the quantityof oil available in the prodution sites for the same period, in order to deide how muhrude oil to buy from a given produer, and also when in the planning period that oil will beavailable for pik up by the ships.Up to this point, the proess does not lend itself to an e�etive deployment of mathematialoptimization tehniques; in fat, negotiations on oil ontrats must take into aount severalstrategi and politial aspets that demand the involvement of setor experts and annotbe aptured by rigid mathematial formulations of onstraints and objetive funtions. Al-though, one the ontrats have been settled, and it is known what quantity of rude oilmust be transported between eah pair of loations, and the related time windows, a realistimathematial model an be used.The problem to be solved is how to operate the transportation plan at minimum ost. Theeet of tankers of an oil ompany an be omposed by owned ships, by ships that are rentedon a long to mid term basis (one or more months) or by ships rented on the market for aspei� travel. The �rst two ategories have the same behaviour from the ost standpoint, asthe ompany is overing the renting ost for a period that is typially longer than the timehorizon; for this reason, we will refer to owned ships and to ships rented on long to mid termbasis as time-harter ships, while ships rented for spei� travels will be referred to as spotships.The identi�ation of the optimal plan is strongly inuened by the behaviour of the shippingmarket. While for time-harter ships the renting ost is negotiated up front and onsumption



5.and port taxes do not hange in the mid run, several fators may a�et the ost of renting aspot ship on the market. International agenies �x the referene parameters for the di�erenttypes of ships that depend on the size of the ship, on the geographial area (Worldsale) and onthe spei� trip (at-rate), by means of whih it is possible to determine only an approximatedost of renting a spei� ship on a trip from a given origin to a given destination; suhapproximated ost an although vary depending on many exogenous fators, and the spei�negotiations may lead to �nal ost �gures that signi�antly di�er from the ones omputedusing the Worldsale and Flat-rate parameters.Another important aspet of the problem is that time-harter or owned ships may be rentedout on the market to other operators. This situation intuitively arises when suh ships arenot needed for overing the urrent transportation plan; but also it may happen that theglobal ost of a plan that uses several spot ships and rents out some of time-harter ships islower than the ost of overing the plan only with the time-harter ships, depending on theurrent market prie, on the loation of the ships and on the demand that is present at thebeginning of the planning period.All these aspets have to be properly taken into aount to build an optimization model.Suh a model needs to be solved in reasonable time; despite the fat that the typial planninghorizon is one month, many hanges in the input data may our due to weather onditions,market utuations, and other unforeseeable events. This situation demands the monthlyshedule to be readjusted even on a daily basis, and sometimes the best solution to operateis found running several instanes of the problem, exploring di�erent strategi options thatare in ontrol of the users.The model should have the objetive of overing the given plan at a minimum ost. Whilewe have exat information on time-harter ships, the exat ost of a spot ship on a giventravel an be known with some level of approximation. This problem has been taken intoaount introduing proper slak variables in the model desribed in Setion 3; the modelwould then propose some travels that:� must be overed by spot ships beause all time-harter ships are busy in some othertransport;� appear, on the basis of the Worldsale and at-rate parameters, more onvenient thanusing any of the time-harter ships available.Suh travels will then be onsidered to negotiate the ontrats on the market.The �nal solution to the problem is given by the integration of an optimization modelapable of �nding the optimal solution to any instane of the problem in reasonable shorttime (below 30 minutes) with a user interfae where input data is aessed and managed,solutions an be edited and modi�ed, and spei� travels an be omposed diretly by theuser. The interfae omes also into use if one wants to manually design a spei� sheduleand evaluate its feasibility and ost in the most preise way.Before ending this setion we onsider the input data needed to speify the model. The�rst aspet that we onsider is the transportation plan that is to be overed. Eah item of theplan has been de�ned a delivery. A delivery onsists in a ompletely de�ned transportationtask; the information attahed to eah delivery is synthesized in Table 1.When onsidering time-harter ships, we need to onsider its dimension, its speed, its on-sumption rates for the two types of fuel used (Fuel Oil and Marine Diesel) and the informationabout its position at the beginning of the planning period. Table 2 lists out suh information.



6.Additional information beside data on ships and deliveries is also needed to build the model:� A distane matrix reporting atual travel distanes in Nautial Miles (NM) betweeneah pair of ports onsidered by the plan;� A ship-to-port ompatibility matrix, where it is spei�ed whether a ertain ship anenter a given port or not aording to size onstraints;� The value of the port harges (taxes) to be paid in eah port for entering and for leaving;� Previous engagements of eah ship during the planning period.In the AgipPetroli appliation that is desribed in this paper, all data is updated in realtime and organized in a relational database that is aessed by the user interfae, whosestruture and funtioning are disussed in Setion 4.origin port of the deliverydestination port of the deliverytons of rude oil to be transportedtype of heating required by the produtloading time (hours)unloading timestarting day of loading time windowending day of loading time windowstarting day of unloading time windowending day of unloading time windowFlat rate assoiated with the origin-destination travelWorld-Sale assoiated with the origin-destination travelTable 1: Information for eah Deliverymax load in tons of the shipspeed in nautial knots when loaded (laden)speed in nautial knots when empty (ballast)port where the ship is loated at the beginning of the planning periodfirst day of availability at the beginning of the planning periodladen Fuel Oil onsumption without heatingladen Fuel Oil onsumption with heating 98o Fladen Fuel Oil onsumption with heating 135o Fballast Fuel Oil onsumptionloading Fuel Oil onsumptionunloading Fuel Oil onsumptionidling Fuel Oil onsumptionladen Marine Diesel onsumption without heatingladen Marine Diesel onsumption with heating 95o Fladen Marine Diesel onsumption with heating 135o Fballast Marine Diesel onsumptionloading Marine Diesel onsumptionunloading Marine Diesel onsumptionidling Marine Diesel onsumptionTable 2: Information for eah time-harter ship



7.3. Solution MethodIn this setion we outline the model that has been adopted to solve the rude oil distributionproblem desribed in the previous setion.Sheduling problems as the one faed in this work are typially modeled and solved byinteger or mixed inter programming, as already pointed out by the related referenes thathave been onsidered in Setion 1. The need of integer variables is motivated by the fat thatthe deisions to be made are mainly disrete, as they represent the assignment of a given shipto a given task. Suh lass of problems is known to be diÆult to solve when the numberof variables involved is large, although the present level of evolution of ommerial integerprogramming solvers often enables to �nd optimal or quasi optimal solutions to problems ofonsistent size that would be impossible to solve only few years ago. Moreover, the state-of-the-art in mathematial programming researh provides several tehniques that an beused to develop more eÆient ad ho algorithms for well de�ned problems, where ommerialsolvers are used as subroutines to evaluate partial or relaxed solutions.The mathematial model adopted is based on the expliit generation of all possible travelsthat eah time-harter ship an make. Suh travels are generated onsidering all possibleassignments of eah ship to eah delivery.A travel is thus de�ned by a ship, an origin port, a destination port, a load, a starting time,a �nish time, and a ost.We onsider two types of travel: loaded (also referred to as laden) travels and empty (alsoreferred to as ballast) travels. Loaded travels are the ones that e�etively perform a trans-portation of material in order to over one of the deliveries; empty travels are instead thosetravels that a ship performs without any load in order to reah the origin port of a loadedtravel.In order to larify the desription of the model we de�ne T the set of all travels, Tl the setof loaded travels and Te the set of empty travels, where T = Tl [ Te. We also indiate withD the set of deliveries, with S the set of available ships, with P the set of all ports, and withH the length of the planning horizon, whih is divided into a �nite number of time intervals,indiated by h 2 H. A travel of ship s from origin port p1 to destination port p2 that leaves p1at time h1 and arrives in p2 at time h2 is represented by the symbol ts;p1;p2;h1;h2 . For brevity,a travel is also indiated with t when the omplete notation is not needed.We de�ne a loaded travel ts;p1;p2;h1;h2 to be feasible for delivery d 2 D if the followingonditions are satis�ed:1. Ship S an arrive to port p1 within time h1 from its position at the beginning of theplanning period;2. Port p1 is the origin port of delivery d;3. Port p2 is the destination port of delivery d;4. Time interval h1 is ontained in the load window of delivery d, denoted by the interval[SLT (d); ELT (d)℄ (Starting/Ending day of Loading Time window);5. Time interval h2 is ontained in the arrive window of delivery d, denoted by the interval[SUT (d); EUT (d)℄ (Starting/Ending day of Unloading Time window);



8. 6. The travel time of ship s between p1 and p2 expressed in number of time intervals isless than or equal to h2 � h1;7. Ship s is of the right size and type to transport all the produt assoiated to delivery d.Additional notation inludes:� set T (d): subset of loaded travels that are feasible for delivery d 2 D.� set T (s): subset of T omposed by all travels of ship s.The dimension of set T may be very large in pratial appliations and a�et the tratabilityof any assoiated optimization model; it is therefore important to generate only the feasibleloaded travels that may be used by the optimal solutions. As far as empty travels are onsid-ered, we need take into aount only those travels that onnet the arriving port of a loadedtravel to the starting port of any other loaded travel of the same ship.The set T is thus generated up front using the proedure skethed below:Step 1: Generation of loaded travels� 8s 2 S{ 8d 2 D� let p1 be the origin port of d;� let p2 be the destination port of d;� let z be the travel time, expressed in time intervals, of ship s from p1 to p2;� 8h1 2 H, SLT (d) � h1 � ELT (d):� let h2 = h1 + z� if SUT (d) � h2 � EUT (d), then add travel ts;p1;p2;h1;h2 to Tl and omputeits ost.Step 2: Generation of empty travels� 8s 2 S{ 8(t1; t2) 2 T (s) suh that the arriving time of t1 is smaller than the starting timeof t2:� let hi be the arriving time of t1� let hj be the starting time of t2� let pi be the destination port of t1� let pj be the origin port of t2� let z be the travel time, expressed in time intervals, of ship s from pi to pj� if hi + z � hj reate the empty travel ts;pi;pj ;hi;hj , ompute its ost t and addit to Te.Now we turn to onsider the omputation of the ost for eah travel. The total ost oftravel ts;p1;p2;h1;h2 an in fat be broken into several omponents, eah one derived from theavailable data:



9.� rent: obtained by the monthly rent of ship s, divided by the number of time intervalin the month and multiplied by the duration of the travel h2 � h1;� port harges: obtained by adding the taxes to be paid at the loading and unloadingports (p1 and p2);� loaded travel ost: obtained by multiplying the onsumption rates for ship s whenloaded, times the ost of the di�erent types of fuel times duration of the travel h2 � h1;� unloaded travel ost: obtained by multiplying the onsumption rates for ship s whenunloaded times the ost of the di�erent types of fuel times duration of the travel fromp1 to p2;� heating ost: suh ost ours when the oil to be transported requires to be heated.It is obtained by multiplying the onsumption rates for heating of ship s times durationof the travel from p1 to p2;� idle ost: suh ost ours when the ship is not ruising nor loading or unloading theprodut. This may be the ase when a ship arrives at a port before the beginning ofa loading/unloading window and thus has to wait some time for the window to open;suh waiting time has to be weighted with di�erent onsumption rates, that are typiallylower than the onsumption rates ourring when the ship is traveling.The optimization model onsiders a binary variable xt for eah travel in T , with the usualinterpretation of xt = 1 if travel t is piked in the optimal solution, and xt = 0 otherwise.We also onsider an additional slak variable zd for d 2 D, that has value 1 if delivery d isnot overed by a time-harter ship in the optimal solution, and 0 otherwise. The obviousobjetive funtion ost for variable zd is assoiated with the ost of overing the delivery dwith a spot ship, whih is best approximated using the Flat Rate and World Sale parameters(later referred to as 0d).The onstraints of the model are derived from the following two onditions that must beobeyed for a given subset of T to represent a feasible solution to the problem:1. eah delivery must be overed exatly by one travel of a time-harter ship or by a spotship;2. all travels of a given time-harter ship must form a feasible path, that is, they an besequened.These two onditions are modeled by a set of linear onstraints on the integer variables xtfor t 2 T and zd for d 2 D. Condition 1 is easily dealt with by a set of equalities where the sumof all xt for t 2 T (d) plus zd must be equal to 1 for eah d 2 D. In order to impose ondition2 we need to de�ne the spae-time graph of ship s, G(s) = (V (s); A(s)). We indiate withV (s) the vertex set of suh graph, where V (s) ontains a vertex v = (p; h) for eah p 2 Pthat an be reahed by ship s and eah time period h 2 H. In addition, we inlude in V (s) adummy soure vertex dsoure and a dummy sink vertex dsink. The ar set of A(s) is omposedof the following types of direted ars:� travel ars, that are assoiated with eah travel in T (s); for travel ts;p1;p2;h1;h2 theorresponding ar would have head node in (p1; h1) and tail node in (p2; h2));



10. � still ars, that onnet eah vertex assoiated with a given port pi and a time period hjwith the vertex assoiated with the same port pi and the next time period hj + 1;� ending ars, that onnet eah node assoiated with the port of arrival of a loaded travelwith the dummy sink node;In terms of variables involved, the travels ars are represented by the set of xt for t 2 T (s);additional integer variables assoiated with the still, starting, and ending ars are then addedto set T resulting in an extended set of travel T 0(s) that ontains all the ars ontained inA(s) (in the following we also indiate with T 0 the union of all sets T 0(s); s 2 S).Condition 2 is then easily represented by ow onservation onstraints on the node of G(s)(that is, in eah node the number of inoming ars and the number of outgoing ars mustequate), that we synthetially represent with the set of linear onstraints:NsxT 0(s) = bs for eah s 2 Swhere Ns is the vertex-ar inidene matrix of G(s), xT 0(s) is the vetor of variables xt fort 2 T 0(s), and bs is a vetor suh that bs(soure) = �1, bs(sink) = 1, and bs(u) = 0 otherwise.Suh ondition guarantees that the travels of a ship s seleted in the optimal solution form afeasible path in G(s) from soure to sink, that is, they an be orretly exeuted in sequene.Over the spae of feasible solutions desribed by these two lasses of onstraints, we thenselet the optimal one minimizing an objetive funtion omposed of the sum of the osts ofall seleted travels plus the ost for deliveries to be performed by spot ships.Below we give a ompat desription of the mathematial model adopted in terms of vari-ables and onstraints and objetive funtion:min Xs2S Xt2T (s) txt +Xd2D 0dzdPt2T (d) xt + zd = 1; for all d 2 DNsxT 0(s) = bs; for all s 2 Szd 2 f0; 1g for all d 2 Dxt 2 f0; 1g for all t 2 T 0:The dimension of the resulting Integer Programming model for realisti ases are on-siderable; in order to guarantee viable solution times for its solution we have developed adediated polyhedral algorithm that integrates ad ho utting planes and branhing strate-gies in a Branh & Cut framework, that uses the Xpress-MP routines from Dash Optimizationas linear solver under Windows environment. The algorithm has proved very eÆient and isable to determine the optimal solution to real ases in few minutes of omputation time.4. The Integrated Solution ToolThe mathematial formulation desribed in the previous setions and the related solutionalgorithm have been integrated in a omplete software tool that has been made available



11.to the AgipPetroli team for daily deployment in the management of the ship shedulingoperations. Suh software is haraterized by the following features:� A diret onnetion to the ompany databases to feth the data that are already avail-able in the internal network; suh data are read and imported into a MS Aess loaldatabase;� A number of user friendly windows that are used to input additional information, modifyexisting data, analyze and ompare the solutions produed;� A totally automated interfae with the ILP algorithm developed, that prepares theinput data �les for the solver, exeutes the solver, imports and deodes the solutionsobtained into the loal database, then aessed by partiular masks and windows.The role of the software tool is not limited to the simple preparation of the data andexeution of the solution algorithm; it also assists the user in building a new solution, seletingall the possible hoies to over a given travel, omputing in advane the omplete transportost, and eliminating, the hoies that are not feasible. These features of the software alreadymakes it possible to produe solutions not neessarily better in quality than the ones thatwere produed before the introdution of the software, but indeed less ostly in terms of timeonsumed, and far more preise.Moreover, the interfae allows to ompare diretly the solutions obtained by suh \assisted"proedure with the ones obtained by the optimization algorithm, assessing with high preisionthe impat of the optimization approah in the quality of the solutions, both in terms of ostof the shedule and in terms of time needed to obtain it.The possibility of determining an optimal solution in few minutes also led the fous of thework towards sensitivity analysis, evaluation of di�erent senarios, and, �nally, the use of thesoftware as a general deision support tool, used not only to determine the optimal shedulefor the planning horizon and to �x this shedules on the y during the period, but also toinvestigate many alternatives on the strategi level. Suh type of use is supported by manyadditional funtions in the software.Below we report some of the windows of the visual user interfae, in order to provide thereader with an idea of the level of detail of the data onsidered.Below (Figure 1) a sample of a window where the information related with a spei� shipis given: maximum load, speed when loaded and when empty, loading and unloading fuelonsumption in the di�erent stages of the proess, and ports that annot be aessed by thatship.In Figure 2 it is shown the standard mask to aess all the information about a travel, thatis, origin and destination, produts transported, admitted time windows, ship seleted in theoptimal solution, e�etive dates of operation, and disaggregated osts for eah phase of thetravel.The urrent solution (regardless of whether it is obtained diretly with the optimizationalgorithm or by the "assisted" proedure) is synthesized in the following windows, that providea quik visual evaluation of the results. In Figure 3 eah of the travels seleted by the solution(as detailed in Figure 2) is listed with its main indiators, and a �nal evaluation of ost isgiven in the form of Time Charter Equivalent (TCE). This syntheti indiator represent atransformation of the objetive funtion of the mathematial model that an be ompared
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 Figure 1: Data for Ship

 

 
 
 Figure 2: Travel Editing Maskwith the indiators used before the introdution of this tool. TCE is thus used as the mainmeasure of the quality of a solution.The solution is also visualized in a graphi manner using the Zoned Time Chart depitedin Figure 4. Here the sequene of the travels of eah ship are represented on a hart for thewhole planning period, assoiating di�erent olors to the di�erent stages of the travels. Apratial Drag&Drop faility is attahed to this hart, that enables the user to move travelsfrom one ship to the other evaluating in real time the e�et of suh hanges on the total ost.Finally, an eonomi quanti�ation of the solutions is given in the Cashow Chart (Fig-ure 5), where two solutions an be ompared aording to the ash ow generated as thedays in the planning period advane. By means of this table it is possible to quantify thee�etive savings determined by the solution obtained by the optimization algorithm withother solutions, and in partiular with the ones obtained by manual onstrution (assistedproedure).The software has been implemented on Windows PC environment using MS aess toprogram the interfae and standard C ode to implement the onstrution of the optimizationalgorithm and its interfae with the Dash Xpress 13.0 LP Optimization Routines. It an run
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 Figure 3: Travel Charton any PC using Windows operating systems and requires average omputational resoures(i.e., Pentium IV 500 Mhz proessors) with run time ranging from 15 to 25 minutes aordingto the size of the instanes to be solved.5. Ship Sheduling Optimization in AgipPetroliThe primary distribution is a entral issue in Supply Chain Management for Eni (Eni isthe industrial group to whih AgipPetroli belongs); here rude oil is transported from theextrative loation to the re�neries. Being the transportation osts a signi�ant portion ofthe �nal osts, and onsidering that Eni ontrols a eet over a onsiderable number of monthlytravels for the re�ning system, the introdution of the optimization model in the AgipPetroliship sheduling department indued a remarkable improvement in the management of theoperations.In the past, to perform the sheduling ativity of the tanker vessels and satisfy rude oilsupply demand, the alternative routes were ranked in terms of TCE (time harter equivalent),in order to hoose the best travels for the time-harter eet, leaving to the spot market thosewith the worst TCE. This strategy was undertaken to take advantage of the urrent positionof the ships, aording to the di�erent pro�tability of the routes; also, it was attemptedto take into onsideration the risks onneted with the spei� travel, in terms of type ofterminal, limati onditions, traÆ ondition at the ports, availability of spae and tanks inthe reeiving installations ashore.Suh strategy was moved by the best intentions to route the ships in the most onvenientway, but despite one ould pretend to hoose the (approximately) best vessel for the nextoming delivery, the greedy approah was indeed limited in grasping the overall onsequenesthat eah single deision ould bring. This shortsightedness was often evident, and in parti-ular eah time the vessels had to be resheduled, due to oasional events suh as stops in there�neries, bad weather onditions, damages of the vessels during the navigation, or partiularrequests reeived from the ounterparts either in the ountry produers or in the re�neries,delaying or advaning some operation.In all these ases, the deision was to be made in very short time, and one was aware thatsuh deisions ould not possible be the best one as there was not enough time to evaluate
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Figure 4: Zoned Time Chartall the possible ways of turning over of vessels.Another situation that sometimes dislosed the limits of the traditional approah was relatedto the opportunities that ould be found in the open market selling apaity of transportation,that is, hartering out our ontrolled vessels.The use of the optimization model made it possible to ompute almost in real time the bestsolution to fae eah unpredited events. Besides, the user interfae allowed the shedulingteam to test with great exatness manually omposed solutions, and to drive the optimizedsolutions aording to strategi onsiderations that are impossible to model in a mathematialframework.The main advantage of the new proedure are then:� short time needed to produe a solution;� exibility of the shedules;� on�dene in the deisions obtained;� interativity with the market and with the other ompany departments;� onsistent savings in the overall ships operational ost with respet to the previoussituation.Although it is not easy to quantify exatly the eonomi bene�ts of this approah, theexperiene made so far with the system showed a saving in the order of 5%- 10% in the ostof the monthly shedule plus savings in the order of tens thousand of US dollars eah timethe ships were resheduled in the ourse of the planning period due to new events or hangesin the problem's onditions due to external fators.
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